
So far:

whether something occurs

Now:how many?
& how many times do we have t

flip a coin toget 100 heads?

howmanyposses sinistere

det random variable

Anavariable Xassigns a numerical
value to every outcome in thesample
spaces.

note: random variable is a

X:S+R bad name forth is!

*Suppose we flip a fair coin times.

S =G H, T33 =2 HHH, HHT, ... 3

Dr[x] == x =S

LetX:Aheads
y =#ofconsecutive Ifrm start)

X(TTT) =0 x(THH) =2
y(ITT) =3 Y!TH!t) =1



=>It S be thesetofall English words.
Let L:#letters

2) computer) =8

Letthetatiaof randomvarianene
of X.

E[X] =GY (x).Pr[x].
X ES

E[X] =5 y. Pr[X=y]
y:3xtS:
X(x) =y

&Counting heads in 3 coin flips

E[x] =5 x (x). pr[x]. always ye
xES

e

=X (H +H)Pr[HHH] +X(HH +) Pr[HHT]
+...

=8(X(HHH) +x(HHT) +X(H TH) +x(H +i)
+ X.(THA) +X (TH+) +X (TTH)+x(TTT))

-15+2 +2 +1 +2 +1 +1 +0)
=8(12) == =1.5



E(X) =2 y.pr[x(x) =y]
y t20,1,2,33

=0.Pr[Oheads] +1. pr[Ihead] +

2. Pr[2 heads] +3. Pr[3 heads]

=0.8 +1.8 +2.8 +3. =3
3

=5

Im10.19 Linearity ofExpectation
let 5 be a sample space and X:SfR,
Y:ST be any two random variables.

Then E[x+Y] =ECX] +ECY].

Quny does the "t"makesense here?

2xflip a p-biased coin (Pr[n]=p)10 times.
whatis theexpected # ofheads?

Let S:all outcomes ofthe10 flips

letX(x) be #heads in outcome X.

x =HTTHHTHHTT, X(x) =

5

hard way:E(X]
=5 y.Pr[X= y)=0.- +1.

-

↑ ye90,1,..,1034 +2.-t...

Iheads

#Reads



easierway:Let X., X2, ..., Xo be random

xi =E
1 if it flip H

0 otherwise

So total A heads is X,+X2+...+Xin

E[X) =E(X, +x2 +- +x,0) =E[xi] =Ep =10p.
i=1

2xsuppose we hash 1000 elements into
a ,000-slot table using a random hash

function,resolving collisions by chaining.
h(1) =55
n(2 =967:15... Me...Tn(3) =55 967 9991000
h(4) =1

How many empty slots do we expect?
Let S be all outcomes:all ways ofhashing
1000 elements intothe table -

letX be therandom variable wounting # of
emptyslots.

&

wich Xhas X(x) =0?

X(x) =999?

is therean xtS s.7. X(x) =1000?



Pr[X(x)=51 is ... hard tofigure out.

Sir [Slotiis empty] =
-Pr (none ofthe1000 elements hashes to it
=Pr (every elementif31,2, . . ., 1000) hashes

toslot otherman is

=(9)1000 =0.3678

letxi =E 6"fit"m

=(Exi)= E(Xi) =1000.0.3678=367.8.


